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I had never intended to paint a foreign city, but a short trip to Istanbul in 2011
changed my mind. I returned the following year and stayed for six months.
It was a whole new world; I started with a blank canvas. The studies I completed
during that period were raw and candid. They were perhaps a record of shocking
first impressions and beautiful misunderstandings. The final works were more
constructed. Six paintings were conceived after I returned home, depicting
subjects that ranged from people dear to my heart to strangers that caught my
fancy. Each painting was designed to tell its own story but also to relate to one
other and, when put together, help narrate a story of optimism and melancholy.
On the canvas, I was particularly interested in the positions of the protagonists,
and the space between them that established relationship. I measured the lines
and forms in the original images (usually a photograph or a video frame I took
during my time in Istanbul), manipulated them, and reworked the colours
to build meaning. When the six paintings were completed and arranged in
sequence, I added a seventh in the middle.
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Optimistic Melancholics

At first glance the pairing of “optimistic” with “melancholics” seems

which we can walk with our own individual connections and projections.

self-contradictory. Upon a second reading however it uncovers the state of

Leong employs several recurring techniques to invest his paintings with

being in opposing tensions depicted in Leon Leong’s first solo exhibition

these universal tensions. Along the center horizontal line the Bosphorus appears

thus titled Optimistic Melancholics. Having worked in advertising and written

across four paintings—The Family, Mother and Teenage Daughter (2014), Dinner

award-winning fiction, Leong’s interest in human stories translates into a sort

in Sisli (2014), Couple in Transition (2013) and The Cemetery. They allude to the

of neo-realism in his paintings. Through his meditations of his observations

often neglected fact that this narrow channel of water acts not just as a divider

of daily life in Istanbul, Leong gleaned an optimism within the melancholic soul

of continents but also as a connector for human and cultural flow. Apart from

of the Istanbulus.

the Bosphorus, which without explanation appears as an anonymous sliver of

Enamoured by this city caught between the nostalgia of its past glory
and the anxiety of not being able to even imagine a second coming, Leong
returned to Istanbul for a second trip that lasted six months. Likening himself

water, all seven paintings hardly suggest any specific geographic location. The
Perspectival lines
Couple in Transition (2013)
(detail)

facial features, while clearly not Southeast Asian, are more hybrid than distinct
while the clothes worn and the modern architecture of the interiors could really

to a voracious voyeur purposefully wandering, Leong was able to peer beyond

be of anywhere. These could be read as a commentary on the standardisation

the popular impressions of the deeply melancholic Istanbul proliferated

of lifestyle in our world today and perhaps consequently to our state of mind

through Orhan Pamuk’s novels. For Leong, the themes we associate with

too. One of the methods in which the polarity of optimism and melancholy is

Istanbul—East versus West, tradition versus modernity, past and present,

expressed by Leong is through the use of angled light, casting subjects either in

nationalism versus minority expressions, cultural change, identity crises—

light or shadow. He further emotes this through the use of a colour palette that

are an affliction across our global world spinning on the orbit of modernity.

can be described as lingering in between Edward Hopper’s sombre melancholy

While the inspiration came across Leong in Istanbul, his meditations on
the complexity of being in Optimistic Melancholics—that human existence is
caught between, if not requiring the tensions of opposing frames of mind—is

Preparatory sketch
Mother and Teenage Daughter
(2014)

and David Hockney’s sunny California. Looking closely at the paintings’
composition, the perspectival lines and many objects in them are imbued
with hidden symbolism. Some will be revealed in this essay while some will

universal. To recognise ourselves, we constantly try to locate ourselves along the

be left to transcend the finitude of the written word. To quote Edward Hopper,

spectrum of opposing forces and on the intersections of these spectromic lines.

“The whole answer is there on the canvas.”

Optimistic Melancholics is a sequenced set of seven paintings that begins

Painted on similar-sized canvases hung along a horizontal line, the

with The Family (2015) and closes with The Cemetery (2013). Each portrays a

landscape of Optimistic Melancholics opens with The Family throwing the light

frame of locating oneself in contradiction through the various stages of life.

on a child wobbly stepping out into life by her parents’ side. Framing an angled

Through Leong’s careful selection in freeze framing the most banal and fleeting

light reminiscent of Hopper’s Rooms By The Sea (1951), here the light emanates

moments, the familiar is rendered cryptic. A stillness in time, each painting

from the mother’s heart onto her child, while both parents seated in the

is a pregnant pause of tensions and questions. For a Malaysian viewer like

shadows seem preoccupied, ironically with life. This triangular light thrusts

myself, the foreign features of the faces seem to give a non-descript quality to

the child into the center of the painting while the lines hold the mother in the

the subjects and transcend regionality; thus allowing these painted frames to

center of this universe. Like the age-old adage “How do we know good, if evil

be simultaneously a mirror reflecting a moment of another and a door through

does not exist?”, child-like innocence is only known in such terms after we

Leong working on
Four Wrestlers in the Showers
(2013)

have been corrupted by age. We prize the lightness of the former but we can

lived-in living room of coffee mugs, half-burned candles, and a pet dog catching

only recognise it as such once we have the knowing of the weight of the latter.

the sun, the packed luggage by the doorway colours the calm a fiery tangerine.

The second painting Mother and Teenage Daughter continues within the frame of

Both subjects are at once in light and shadow, both looking into the light

the family with young life grown into adolescence. The parent’s focus is not in

outside. Following the lines, our eyes are drawn to the back of the room where

“what to do” but on “what will be”—projecting the promise of youth onto her

the television set beams an image of Ataturk; a hint of broadening the personal

offspring hinted by the angled light radiating from the mother’s gaze onto her
daughter and over into the expanse of the horizon. In a roomful of books and
knowledge, the mother is seated on the sofa while the daughter balances herself

Composite work on
Travellers on Escalator (2015)

tensions to encompass collective human need for an icon from the past to see
a vision of the future.
Finally Leong leaves viewers with The Cemetery, a picture of a young

at the edge of a table, not exactly meant to be sat on. The journey of life moves

man traversing growth and memorial. Head downcast and expression pensive,

on with Four Wrestlers In The Showers (2013) breaking out from the family setting

he continues walking ahead as if pondering the lightness and weight of being.

to explore adult strength and virility through a homoerotic lens. Leong depicts

As Kundera posits in The Unbearable Lightness of Being, are we in a condition of

the oil wrestlers in a moment of respite in a reference to the heart of Turkish oil

eternal recurrence with the burden of “weight” in our every decision or

wrestling—brotherhood. Even as the wrestlers grapple to win they depend on

do we have one life to live with no basis for comparison of our decisions

their rival for balance.

thus giving them “lightness”? Is “heaviness” meaningful or is “lightness”

The midpoint of Optimistic Melancholics markedly segues out of private

liberating? Perhaps it is the pull of opposing tensions that keeps us centered;

rooms into public life with Travellers on Escalator (2015). Leong’s city crowd

and we continuously try to locate our balance because equilibrium is a constant

“snapshot” is full of colour and people but the tempestuous energy of

state of flux.

the city is contained within the stream of wistful faces. Every subject in the
frame is on the same narrow belt travelling without moving in one direction
on a man-made path sandwiched between city surfaces old and gritty, and new
and shiny.
Shifting back to the intimacy within four walls, Dinner in Sisli shows
two almost middle-aged men seated at a diner table. Here the facial features
do hint at their different ethnicities. One leaning back in shadow and the other
leaning forward in light, they appear to be in aposiopesis, gazing at each other
with familiarity. Does familiarity breed contempt or caring concern? The artist
hints at an answer in the placement of a sword above the men’s heads and two
plates on the table that trace the form of a scale. Interestingly, the sword astride
the Oriental rug on the diner wall makes this the only painting that hints at a
geographic location of the scene. The penultimate piece Couple in Transition
shows a middle-aged couple comfortable yet restless in their living room. In this

Ong Jo-Lene, June 2015

WORKS

The Family
2015
Oil on linen
65 × 100 cm

Mother and Teenage Daughter
2014
Oil on linen
65 × 100 cm

Four Wrestlers in the Showers
2013
Oil on linen
65 × 100 cm

Travellers on Escalator
2015
Oil on linen
65 × 100 cm

Dinner in Sisli
2014
Oil on linen
65 × 100 cm

Couple in Transition
2013
Oil on linen
65 × 100 cm

The Cemetery
2013
Oil on linen
65 × 100 cm

STUDIES

Study of Ozgun Measured against Blinds

Ozgun on Escalator

2012
Oil on canvas
70 × 50 cm

2013
Oil on canvas
77 × 61 cm

On the Horizon

Study of a Fight for Brotherhood

2012
Oil on canvas
100 × 138 cm

2012
Oil on canvas
92 × 76 cm

Youth and Mosque

Light and Shadow

2013
Oil on linen
51 × 41 cm

2012
Oil on canvas
59 × 50 cm

Shadow Dancers I, II, III & IV
2012
Oil on canvas
40 × 30 cm each
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